
There are countless possibilities; infinite power of imagination and myriad of inventions 

within each one of us. There is immense energy and passion in the world, which we are too 

naïve to notice but which unequivocally exists. There is an infinite pool of potential to be 

explored. Our limit is beyond boundaries. The past, like the future, is indefinite but exists 

only as a spectrum of opportunities. Our thinking may lead in independent inclinations so as 

to involve variety of guise to give ultimate notions and elucidations. We all have luminous 

array of artistry to imagine till eternity; just that the vision has to be manifested. 

 

ANANTIKARSHA will act as a bridge between innovative imagination and implementation. 

The originality of idea has to be immortal- like that of never ending parallel rays. The one 

who remonstrance the gravity, and revamp it into palpability is ANANTIKARSHA. One has 

to swamp the enigma created by glut of inundation and execute it in an impactful manner. 

Each piece of toil has to reveal the cipher that comes from somewhere beyond time and 

physical senses. Realm of thought from enigmatic veins; copious with the priceless ore of 

nascent creativity relates us to ANANTIKARSHA: continuous desire of conceiving the sky. 

Even the best is not enough. This assessment within us relates us to ANANTIKARSHA… 
 

We solicit you to open the doors of cognizance, let everything appear as it is frightfully 

fathomless. The objects of the cosmos are held by “karsh”, and expanding till “anant”. When 

we exit this world, there’s a prying about its neb and every one of us has idiosyncratic 

perceptions. It may be illimitable creations both in latitude and time, there have been 

explosion in bygone and yet to come in the offing, with this thought we are approaching 

towards A FLESTA ISTWA… 

 
“ARCHITECTURE AIMS AT ETERNITY….” 

 - Christopher Wren 

    

Architecture is a form placed between the ground and the sky. Thinking unique and 

constructing immortal has to be collimated. We have the competence to solve mysteries, 

emerge with new ideas after pondering deeply, on the whole we have stupendous power to 

think but our ability to manipulate differs. Creative impulse is acknowledged as the primary 

force in all fields, it is the urge to create something new which is embodiment of sustenance 

of an originator.  Appropriate resource utilization from abundant sources can give a fusion of 

art and technologies to raise an edifice dedicated to the world’s chequered history and the 

advent of the new millennium. 



 

We are visionaries as our minds are endowed with in imaginative reach. We use the sword of 

thought to develop ideas and reconstruct them into perceptibility by using the visionary matrix. 

In the field of eternity, one must conceive positive, trust oneself and believe that he can 

consummate. Architecture should speak of its epoch and abode but yearn for imperishability. It 

can be portrayed as the peregrination of an architect with no harbor, where ‘Anantikarsha’ is a 

window: to futuristic world. There comes a point where we conceive a neb, and try to escape 

from originality, but hitting this zenith we apprehend that there’s another one awaiting us and 

journey goes on and on. There are 360 degrees, why stick to what is already accomplished! 

Why not explore?? 

 

Lets come together to vanquish the conundrum of immensity. 

    
Let’s devour ANANTIKARSHA 

 


